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Report 3: Detailed Outline for Black Hole 

I. Introduction 

A. Being a teenager is hard. It comes with a lot of pressure and wanting to create new 
experiences. One of those many pressures and experiences is sex. Along with sex comes 
consequences, such as STD’s.  
B. In his graphic novel, Black Hole, Charles Burns uses the mutations of the STD as a 
metaphor for adolescence, a sexual awakening and transition into adulthood faced by real 
middle- American teenagers today. 

II. Background  

A. Think of what you need to tell your audience to help them understand your points of 
argument. 

1. Black Hole is a graphic novel about mutations and aftermaths of std’s in 
teenagers. 

2. In the mid 1970’s in Seattle, Black Hole goes in and out of the perspective of 
the main characters: Chris, Rob, Keith, and Eliza whom are all teenagers that 
have come in contact with the disease.  

3. Black Hole switches perspective throughout the story about the teenagers who 
have come in contact with the disease (STD’s and mutations) that come from 
the aftermath of sex. 

B. Not necessarily any definitions but the audience must realize that since the novel is 
based in the 1970’s, they weren't completely sure what “AIDS” were and considered 
it a disease from sex that caused mutations. Much of this novel is an exaggeration that 
metaphors the aftermath of sex.  

III. Your Argument  

A. Major Point 1: Charles Burns compares the mutations and STDs of his characters to 
real life middle american teenagers going through adolescence.  

B. Major Point 2: Sources prove his style of writing and quotes from Burns himself 
help support my claim.  

1. Sub-point 1:  interviews with burns and other books 
2. Major Point 3: Make sure, to and I recommend it, to give us 1 key quotation 

or two somewhere in this section. Practice properly integrating it and citing it 



in MLA.  

IV. Your Counter-Argument  

A. Burns might not be comparing adolescence to the real life teenagers. 
B. Burns could be creating the scene of the 70’s and not comparing. An obstacle is some 

of Burns mutations are hard to compare metaphorically to real life.  
C. There are more comparisons and support (not only in the book but other resources) 

that Burns is comparing rather than just creating a fictional story of teenagers in the 
70’ 

V. Conclusion  

A. Burns uses mutations and std’s as a metaphor for a sexual awakening in today’s real 
life teenagers. 

B. I hope to achieve to completely prove my thesis by not only using the graphic novel 
itself but other sources. Such as Burns’ other writings and interviews to show his style 
of writing and reasoning behind some of his comparisons in Black Hole. 
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